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From Reader Review Desired by the Pack: Part Six for online ebook

BookJunkie777 says

Ms. Storm does a great job at building the storyline and typically character development & plot. However,
for a ending series book, this book left too many cliffhangers. Cross & his new woman...Beck's
transformation reversal...Smoke's possessiveness displayed in book 4…Oh well, guess we'll never get those
answered.

Dyantha Bogerd says

I have and hate to admit the last conclusion did not satisfy me the way I wanted it to, Maybe we will get to
see more of the pack in cleo's story but Cross and January I do not believe that story is finished from my
point of view and What about the baby in the last book? I would have loved to see her back in January's arms
and in smoke's especially because Jan in book one made her dream of being a mom and not being able to
conceive herself (or die) clear, And smoke being the protective daddy. I also want to know is the mutation
clear from beck body or can he become the "beast" again? the ending was also kind of abrupt to me, I would
have liked to have at least have one more book so there was a nice closure in all. It would have been worth
the wait. I am not really interested in cleo, So do I have to read those books of her to get some closure?

Rebecca says

I was disappointed at the ending. I'd hope that there would maybe be one more book to end January's story. It
just didn't come to a conclusion that most series do. It was written with amazing idea and concepts though. I
loved learning about each character in the pack as well. Looking forward to the next series Emma will be
writing!

Elaine says

I found the section on Cleo confussing. The end left me feeling disappointed as the final part was disjointed.

Judy Lewis says

RAW, POWERFUL AND COMPELLING !!!

Great Balls of Fire! Desired by the Pack by Emma Storm is an absolutely amazing series. In Part 6, Storm
brings her readers an explosive conclusion to the dangerous journey of the Peace River Guardians. Can
beautiful Jan and the remaining members of their pack rescue Beck and Cross before it's too late? Is their
bond broken forever? Has the lovely winter wolf lost her pack? Will any of them survive? Oh my! So darn
good! The story is exciting, original, action packed, thrilling, compelling, heartwrenching, romantic,



arousing, sensual and steamy. The dialog is smart, fluid and well written. The characters are fascinating,
captivating, intriguing, and sexy as sin. Storm uses her extraordinary talent and amazing imagination to
combine these elements into a masterpiece of paranormal romance and suspense. And it is scorching hot!
Quite literally. I have followed this series from the beginning all the way to the end and it has always left me
satisfied and entertained. I was totally caught up in the story and on the edge of my seat. I couldn't turn the
pages fast enough. I am sorry to say goodbye to my Peace River Guardians but I look forward to her new
serial Desired by the Viking Pack. If it's half as good as Desired by the Pack, I'm already hooked! Fabulous
entertainment and an awesome read!

zoegrl says

What a rollercoaster ride that chapter was. Beck & Cross are in trouble. Siri is also. Fear, guilt, loss, pain,
they're stuck how will they escape? January's trying to find her men & she's worried. Smoke & Anders go to
meet Allen with Jan. Dealing with the Sun Gate is not easy.

I was hoping for a bit more, but I'm satisfied with the conclusion. I believe that I will read the Vikings next.

Enjoy!!

Nicole says

finished the series

Female lead-
until the four book, I couldn't stand her. I'm happy the way she stepped in and cared for Mira's baby but not
the way she basically shouted it wasn't hers knowing she's the only mother that baby has. It may not have
been hers biologically but Hanna is her daughter.

Pack bond-
It would've been great to explain how whatever was in the needle broke the pack bond. That was never
explained

Beck, Cross, January, Siri-
First, why have a pack mating with the potential for the packs to mate others? Cross is pack mated to January
yet, mates Siri? Confusing as hell....so I'm guessing their story continues with the Viking series? I guess we
should be lucky that Beck didn't have sex with Siri too.

Anders-
Wolf born? Not explanation given just "he's wolf born with no human experience" so has he just never had
sex with a human? Never interacted with one? Never seen one? Touched one? Talked to one? Smelled one?
What?!??! Give us details!!!

This whole series was screwed up from the first book. I'd like to read the viking series but I don't know if I
have enough patience for it.



J. Libby says

Desired by the Pack is a divided into six parts and I WISH that it were one solid book. It's a Kindle Singles
kind of a deal and one that I don't think I will repeat. Not because of the content of quality of the book, rather
because of the piecemeal offerings and cliff-hanger endings. This is not a format that I care for in my reading
materials. That said, Desired by the Pack, as a whole, was made of a lot more awesome than I had
anticipated or what was promised in the first part.

January Cabot runs into the Peace River Guardians one full moon night while she's in the unrelenting grip of
Heat. A popular trope in many werewolf paranormal romances, werewolf communities seem to have a surfeit
of males to females and going into Heat once a month means that our girls get to get-it-on with regularity
with a lot of different males. It works amazingly well in Desired by the Pack as Storm creates a solid
mythology around binding the pack and how mating and love function in this universe (for the good and the
bad, for better and worse). I like that Storm doesn't make everything easy and there are some difficulties both
within the pack and between the packs. It's sometimes awkward and there's jealousy which is a good thing
and makes for a more dynamic read. Things also get incredibly hot!

Storm weaves a nice tale overall. I liked the mystery element, although I wish there was a little bit more of
the Hunters (mortal enemies of the paranormal community) integrated into the story. What else is there to
say. I loved the personalities of all the different pack members; they're all very distinctive. I LOVE Storm's
treatment of Anders and how she really makes a point to differentiate between the human-born and wolf-
born wolves. I love that Anders is really different and almost inhuman (even when he's human) in that
difference. The ending of the series felt a little too rushed, too pat, and pretty neatly tied up despite all the
struggle in the rest of the series. I'll definitely be reading the next series, but I believe I'll be waiting for the
whole thing to be done before I purchase because I don't care for the serial aspect of the story.

A??ela W. says

This book was a let down for me. January and the Guardians are lost without the pack bond. Beck and Cross
are missing and January is determined to save them. This book left me with a lot of questions still. When
Beck was shot with the drug how did he overcome it I mean one page he was feral with the drug running
through his veins the next one he was fine it was confusing and I kept thinking maybe I missed a page. Then
what happened to Cross did he united with the group and January or did he hold out for Siri who he bonded
with in her heat while he was chained up. I liked reading this series however this book was a big let down for
me. I know that the author wrote another series and entwines with this one and I know that I will read it and
look for the answers that I seek. This book was short, but well written and short.

Dawn says

That was the biggest cop-out of an ending as I've EVER seen. It was perfect until that last few paragraphs.
GRRRR!



Susan Thompson says

Come one now....I hate the fact that she bonded Cross to another another woman...No way. Just think of it
this way he may never see her again. So what happens when she goes into heat? Is he going to feel her get it
from her pack mate. How did Beck transform back to himself? There was not enough about Anders. Would
like to hear more about his bond with Jan. I could go on. I felt it was rushed and it the hole could have been
fixed. I feel a redo is in order.

Aschlie Brake - The Piggy has Flown Books says

How bittersweet. I don't want it to end!

The Winter-Wolf, January, is desperate to find her Alpha-mate Beck, and restore the pack's bond.. Little
does she know that everything is changing. Will January and her other Alpha-mate Ander and the remaining
pack find Beck and Cross, and stop the street drug Mutatio from claiming victims? I can't wait for the spin
off with Cleo.

Annie says

I had no idea how everything would wrap in one part after finishing the fifth installment, but the author
pulled it off. A lot of questions were answered, though some were left open to address in the spin off serial
she'll release next. There was a lot of action, and less intimacy in this one. I loved the action, but missed the
intense fire this serial has delivered each time and that's the only reason I'm not giving it five stars. I did
enjoy seeing a bit more depth to the relationships between January and the rest of the pack. I'm certain I'll be
reading the next serial Mrs Storm writes.

Kimberly says

This conclusion if you wish to call it that did absolutely nothing but leave more unanswered questions and
Siri if she will come through springs and well so many other things. Based on the ending I feel like why did I
even bother with books 1-5. What r we going to have new series now to answer all these and pay for each 50
page installment ? I was left with that's it?.......don't waste your money for a series with no conclusion.

Sparkly Unicorn says

loved it

Emma Storm has done amazing job of creating characters that you not only like but love. I waited for this
book for so long and am not disappointed in it. I loved the development of Smoke. It was great to see his



character become vital and the relationship develop. I also love the the growth of Jan in her being able to
move past Prince and even Cross. I have to admit that was a WHOA moment for me, but then it made sense
when he almost did it before. Great book. Very happy. Can't wait for Cleo


